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Rain slickers for kids

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products and services; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. 01 of 08 The Waterproof Jacket Marmot PreCip is a solid candidate for
travel during the rainy seasons. The jacket is built for active lifestyles, whether climbing, walking or backpacking. To combat rain, the PreCip also sports fully glued seams to prevent leaks, as well as an attached hood that rolls when not in use. To keep it dry, it features Marmot's comfortable
and breathable NanoPro waterproofing fabric technology. Even if it resums rainwater, the jacket will feel breathable when your activity levels are high. In addition to the material, the PreCip provides breathability with its well zippers, which are zippered ventilation openings under the arms.
The angel-wing movement's built-in design also allows for total mobility, so you can move freely in the jacket. PreCip portability is an added benefit for travelers. The jacket weighs 9.6 ounces and can be packed into your inner pocket. Color selection is limited, but still offers interesting and
bold choices. Choose from gemstone, green grenade, lithium and atomic blue. 02 of 08 From $30, you can get a high quality rain jacket from Columbia's Switchback II line. The waterproof fabric of the jacket uses Omni-Shield technology, which is a water repellent and stains that keeps you
feeling dry and looking clean. To protect against rain, enjoy your clandestine hood that you can hide when the rain stops. As for how the jacket feels, it has a classic comfortable fit that allows for a wide range of moves, whether you're on an intense or sinuous trail for a coffee. For
breathability, it features a rear ventilation system to keep you cool as you embark on your adventures. In terms of storage, the Switchback II includes two zippered hand pockets that you can use to carry your keys, phone and other miscellaneous items. When it gets hot, pack the jacket in
your hand pocket. In terms of color, switchback II has a generous collection of over 15 bright and cheerful shades, including blue heron, purple lotus and wild geranium. 03 of 08 Nothing is as elegant as a trench coat for rainy weather. For casual city tours in light to moderate rain, the
Columbia Forgiveness trench jacket will keep you protected from wet weather. It sports a modern classic fit and comes with an adjustable belt. Unlike most trench coats, it comes with an adjustable drawcord hood so you can protect your head from rain. The selection of colors goes beyond
its typical black or beige trenches. You can choose between black, cypress, flint, sage and yellow ray, to name a few. In addition to looking elegant, the jacket is also very functional in the rain. When you are sweating, there is a ventilation system on the back that allows breathability so you
can stay dry and cold. Like the other Selection, the Pardon jacket is treated with Omni-Shield water and stain repellent technology that keeps you looking clean and feeling dry. The jacket also includes zippered hand pockets for small items such as your keys, phone and wallet. 04 of 08 The
North Face produces great outdoor clothing for travelers and athletes, and this excellent light rain jacket is no exception. The Venture II Jacket is versatile for all seasons. It sports a relaxed fit and an adjustable hood, which allows you to use a few layers underneath it. Your layering ability is
an asset when you're walking or running during the winter. When it gets hot, you can peel off the raincoat and pack it in one of its two zippers. Besides being great for layers, the jacket is also breathable. The waterproof, sewing-sealed DryVent shell uses a polyurethane coating consisting of
a tri-component, multi-layered formula for water protection and durability. For extra breathability, the Venture II has pit-zip ventilation. The Venture II has an extensive selection of colors that includes over 15 options such as black, grey, honeysuckle pink and heather green pool. Continue to
5 of 8 below. 05 of 08 Patagonia's Torrentshell Jacket is a reliable raincoat that keeps you dry and is produced with the environment in mind. The raincoat uses a waterproof and breathable 2.5-layer shell that has a 100% recycled nylon ripstop face. Facial tissue is approved by bluesign,
which means that the manufacturer is committed to a production process that prioritizes sustainability and consumer safety. In addition to its commitment to the environment, Patagonia has also designed a high quality jacket that will keep you protected from rain. The two-way adjustable
hood has a laminated visor that rolls down and holds with a simple cable and hook design. The microfleece-coated neck offers comfort alongside the skin and keeps you dry with a waterproof, breathable barrier. You will also be able to adjust the cuffs and waist to seal the cold or get a
secure fit. Other features include the two zippered hand warmer pockets and ventilation pit zippers that come with exterior storm flaps and DWR-treated zippers. To hide the jacket, pack it in a hand warmer pocket, one of which comes with a clip-in carabiner loop. Colors include birch white,
black, navy blue and navy blue/navy blue, to name a few. 06 of 08 Rei's Co-op Rainier Jacket, like the Torrentshell of Patagonia, is also approved by bluesign. What we like most about it, however, is that its recycled ripstop bark will keep you covered in wind up to 100 km/h. For water
protection, the raincoat features waterproof sealed seams and a DWR finish to cast light rain. In the rainy weather, the Rainier has a three-piece hood with double adjustments to your fit is extra secure. In addition to protecting your belongings from wet weather, zippered hand pockets can
also be used to pack the jacket when you no longer need it. Rainier is breathable. Breathable. Hot. When you are sweating, you can use the pit zippers to aesthetise excess heat. On the other hand, if you want to keep the cold off, you can use your cord swings and hook and loop cuffs to
seal the precipitation and wind. The color selection is modest, but still offers a range of options. You can choose between beachstone grey, black, pink flash, pacific blue/midnight marine, and pepper/cocoa. 07 of 08 Charles River Apparel's Front Pocket Classic Pullover is a low maintenance
jacket that you can quickly throw on your clothes, whether you are running errands or hiking. It is large, designed to be oversized and comfortable. It is made of a wind and water resistant nylon material that will keep you dry in rainy weather. Like many rain jackets, it has a cord swing that
you can pull to keep the cold off. On the flannel-lined neck, it features an extended zipper that you can pull up to keep warm. Instead of small hand pockets, the pullover has a spacious single front pocket where you can store large miscellaneous objects. Colors include forest, brown, navy,
orange, white, black, cardinal and royal blue, to name a few. 08 of 08 Aspire Jacket from Outdoor Search offers long-lasting protection as well as features adapted to high levels of activity in the rain. The hood is fully adjustable and has a front storm flap. To help you keep the cold off, the
Aspire has elastic cuffs and takes off the hem to seal in heat. Not to mention it is also windproof and fully glued. You can stay dry in style — the range of playful colors includes batik/Baltic, black, elderberry, oasis, pewter/typhoon and samba. Rain protection is one thing, but comfort is
another. For starters, you won't feel too hot on the Aspire. It uses waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex fabric that can withstand the wear and tear of your travels. When you are sweating, you can take advantage of torsoflo side zippers that allow you to turn the jacket into a poncho for extra
ventilation. Plus, the raincoat is easy to carry—your left pocket also serves as a bag of things. The Aspire jacket also features a climbing highlight. Climbers will enjoy the raincoat carbine tie, dual-split central front zipper and pocket placement well above the harness area. With spring in full
swing, there is no doubt that there are many showers of rain in the forecast. And that can be a pain when it comes to figuring out what to wear. You don't want to get soaked, but still want to feel trendy - we get it! Here to solve all our rainy day style problems is Lori Bergamotto, style director
of Good Housekeeping magazine with the best rain equipment for men, women, children and pets! SHEIN Zipper Up Drawstring Color Block Rain Coat, $11 (usually SheinColor lock is a big trend for Spring 2019. So you can't go wrong with this beautiful anorak zipper raincoat of the moment
for just $11! Glitter Chelsea rain boots, $40 (normally $50), J.CrewThis classic classic Rain boots on coming down, glitter down are so fun you'll want to wear them even when it doesn't rain! Logan + Lenora Convertible Wristlet Clutch, $60, AmazonWhen you're on a date, you may not want
to bring a giant purse, but you may also not want a small clutch to get soaked. That's why this wrist - available in a lot of beautiful colors and patterns - is so genius. It's made of water-resistant fibers and is machine washable.FY Two-person umbrella, $32, AmazonNothing kills romance as
an umbrella spoke directly to the eye. Keep the romance alive (and dry yourselves) with an oversized couples umbrella that houses you two! Hooded Zip Through Rain Mac, $28 (usually $70), BoohooSporty and stylish is the way for a weekend night. We love that this jacket has a hood to
keep you dry. Plus, the entire site is 60% off now and over the weekend!prAna Men's Brion Pant, $55 (typically $79), AmazonThese may look like trendy, slim fit pants, but they're made with a water-resistant finish to dry quickly. Joules Rainwell Ankle Rain Boots, $78, JoulesTo the ease and
style of a sliding shoe, with all the protection of a heavy rain boot! Charles River Apparel Women's New Englander Waterproof Rain Jacket, $47, AmazonThis is the raincoat version of the Orolay winter jacket. He's got over 3, 000 reviews and he's selling like crazy. At the end of Aril,
everyone you know will be using! It features adjustable cuffs, armpit openings and a drawstring hood - which helps prevent rain from getting all over your head if you can't hold an umbrella while holding your kids! ShedRain UnbelievaBrella Reversible Stick Umbrella, $20, AmazonThis cool
umbrella uses a reverse open and closed system, so that the water gets away from you, tapering into the umbrella. Handbag raincoat, $20, The Container StoreMoms doesn't have time to completely overhaul your bags whenever it rains. This cool little accessory allows you to wear any bag
you would normally wear without the fear that it will get soaked. ASOS DESIGN Hooded Trench Coat with shower resistance, $87, ASOSThis layer looks sophisticated enough for the parent to use whether the forecast requires storms or not! Mason Athletic Tapered Rapid Movement Chino,
starting at $49 (typically $98), Banana RepublicTops are not just water repellents — they're also stain repellents! So they're going to be useful all the time. Hush Puppies Men's Bracco MT Oxford, $100, Hush PuppiesNo scuffs! No stains! Not even a storm can destroy these lace suede
oxfords, which are surprisingly comfortable. Hooded Sequinraincoat, $53, Marks &amp; Spencer We love a raincoat with a little talent! This elegant number will keep your little dry and Girls Unicorn Rainboots, $20, TargetUnicorns. You can never go wrong with unicorns! The kids are going
to want to wear these lovely rain boots. Lafuncosa Child Yellow Duck UFO Raincoat, $13, AmazonFor the child who loves to jump into puddles and parents who who who who who a good photo op, the UFO Raincoat is a real treat of the crowd! Also, it doubles to the size of a CD, so it's
surprisingly portable. Pink Flamingo Foldable Travel Umbrella, $30, Always FitsEss this adorable umbrella will keep the whole family dry while folding as a cute accessory! Good2Go Reversible Dog Raincoat in red, $8, PetcoThis water resistant jacket allows you to pin back your hood
thanks to a handy snap button closure. During low visibility, reflective details keep your puppy safe. Safe.
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